The purpose of the article is to reveal the essence and to carry out comparative analysis of the culture typologies of the same name ("daytime" and "night"), proposed by P. Florensky and G. Florovsky. The methodology is based on the comparative-analytical, hermeneutical and semantic approaches. The scientific novelty of the work is that such investigation of similarities and differences of the same culture typologies of these thinkers is carried out for the first time, just as for the first time their concepts are combined into a single typology, including the latter in the context of existing approaches to the typology of culture. **Conclusions:** P. Florensky's concept is broader both in terms of the scope of the material covered, and in the scale of the conclusions drawn on its basis. G. Florovsky's concept has a local character and does not go beyond the characteristics, stable for a given national, cultural context and the "daytime" and "night" cultures. For P. Florensky, however, such a criterion is the basic type of culture reflection, the closeness of culture to a widely understood religious-mystical consciousness or, on the contrary, spiritual and rational one. For P. Florensky, the "daytime" and "night" cultures are the equivalent types. G. Florovsky, however, believes that the "night" culture should be changed by the "daytime" culture. At the same time, Florovsky's concept can, in a certain sense, be an integral part of Florensky's concept, if the "daytime" culture is left in the treatment of Fr. Paul, and the "night" culture (in Fr. Paul understanding) is represented in two components: a) Christian-religious (Florovsky's "daytime" culture); b) Mytho-magical (Florovsky's "night" culture). United in such a way typology of "daytime / night" culture of Florensky / Florovsky can be included in the context of the rhythm of apollonian and Dionysian types of culture, as well as broadly defined periods of "baroque" and "classicism" in culture. **Key words:** typology of culture, "daytime" culture, "night" culture, P. Florensky's concept of culture, G. Florovsky's concept of culture, religious modernism, religious conservatism.
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Культурология

Смолина О.

виходить за межи усталеных у церковно-христианской культуры характеристик: "день" ("светло") христианства та "ніч" изначніцтва. Для Г. Флоренского критерием вычленения "денного" и "нічного" типов является відповідність культури православно-христианскій аскетичній, фактично ісихастанской традиції. Для П. Флоренского "денного" и "нічной" культури является рівноважними типами. Г. Флоренский вважає, що "нічна" культура повинна бути змінена "денною" культурою. Водночас концепція Г. Флоренского може у певному сенсі бути складовою концепції П. Флоренського, якщо "денної" культури включати в трактуванні о. Павла, а "нічную" культуру (в розумінні о. Павла) подати у вигляді двох її складових: а) христиансько-релігійної ("денна" культура Флоренского); б) міфо-магічної ("нічна" культура Флоренского). Об'єднана таким чином типологія "денної / нічної" культури Флоренского / Флоровского може бути включена в контекст ритмичності апоплонійського і діонісійського, а також періодів (якщо розуміти їх широко) "бароко" та "класицизму" в культурі.

Ключеві слова: типологія культури, "денно" культура, "нічна" культура, концепція культури П. Флоренського, концепція культури Г. Флоровського, релігійный модернізм, релігійний консервatism.
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"Дневная" и "ночная" культуры в концепциях П. Флоренского и Г. Флоровского

Цель работы заключается в раскрытии сущности и сопоставительном анализе одноименных типологий культуры (типов "дневного" и "ночного"), предложенных П. Флоренским и Г. Флоровским. Методология исследования базируется на компаративно-аналитическом, герменевтическом и семантическом подходах. Научная новизна работы заключается в том, что выявление сходства и отличий одноименных типологий культуры указанных мыслителей осуществляется непосредственно. Также впервые осуществляется объединение их концепций в единую типологию с включением последней в контекст имеющихся подходов к типологии культуры. Выводы. Концепция П. Флоренского шире как по объему охватываемого материала, так и по масштабу сделанных на его основе выводов. Концепция Г. Флоровского имеет локальный характер и не выходит за рамки устойчивых в церковно-христианской культуре характеристик: "день" ("свет") христианства и "ночь" язычества. Для Г. Флоровского критерием выделения "дневного" и "ночного" типов является соответствие культуры православно-христианской, аскетической, фактически исихастской традиции. Для П. Флоренского таким критерием является базовый для культуры тип рефлексии, близость культуры к широко понимаемому религиозно-мистическому или, напротив, научно-рациональному сознанию. Для П. Флоренского "дневная" и "ночная" культуры есть равноценные типы. Г. Флоровский считает, что "ночная" культура должна быть изменена "дневной" культурой. Вместе с тем, концепция Г. Флоровского в определенном смысле может быть составной частью концепции П. Флоренского, если "дневную" культуру рассматривать в трактовке о. Павла, а "ночную" культуру (в понимании о. Павла) представить в виде двух ее составляющих: а) христианско-религиозной ("дневная" культура Флоренского); б) мифо-магической ("ночная" культура Флоренского). Объединенная таким образом концепция "дневной / ночной" культуры Флоренского / Флоровского может быть включена в контекст ритмичности апоплонийского и дионасийского, а также широко понимаемых "барокко" и "класицизма" в культуре.

Ключевые слова: типология культуры, "дневная" культура, "ночная" культура, концепция культуры П. Флоренского, концепция культуры Г. Флоровского, религиозный модернизм, религиозный консерватизм.

Topicality. Typologicalization of culture is, as it is well known, one of the topical and problematic issues of culture studies. Among the existing numerous approaches to its solution the selection of "day" and "night" types of culture by Fr. P. Florensky and Fr. G. Florovsky attracts attention. Despite the extensive literature about both extraordinary thinkers, a comparative analysis of their concepts has not been conducted yet. It remains unclear how similar or, on the contrary, dissimilar manifestations of the culture Fr. Paul and Fr. George was referring to the types of "daytime" and "night" cultures. It is necessary to find out if this typology can be brought to some "common denominator" and used to explain the cultural processes. The solution of these problems is the goal of this article.

Main part. First, let us consider the semantic content of distinguished types that the thinkers offer.

Thus, P. Florensky describes the "daytime" culture as a blooming time corresponding to the 7th and 6th, 14th and 15th centuries of European history. It is the "age of refinement and over-refinement", the predominance of rationality and scientific outlook. Philosophy, in his opinion, is a product of the "daytime" consciousness, it "is a matter of the cutting clarity of daylight" [3, 74].

"Night" culture in P. Florensky's interpretation is an archaic culture corresponding to the period of the Western European Middle Ages. The image of the night is used here not in the meaning of the ignorance darkness, but in the sense of being open to the "night soul". This is the "night of archaism". This time is "foreign cultural", "one's own culture", "one's own way". This period is characterized by disgust from rationality, religious interests’ revival, a growing fascination with mysticism, disenchantment in natural science as a system of understanding and voices of doubt at the address of humanism [3, 74, 92].

As the equivalents of the "daytime" and "night" cultures, P. Florensky uses the concepts of "renaissance" and "medieval" cultures [2, 38–39]. The type of "renaissance" one corresponds to the "daytime" type and is characterized by fragmentation, subjectivity, abstraction, and superficiality. On the contrary, the type of "medieval" or "night" culture is characterized by organicity, objectivity, concreteness, and self-assembly [2, 38–39].

It should also be noted that the idea of P. Florensky’s two cultures is included in his broader concept of rhythm and cyclicality in culture as a whole. He writes about his views: “The governing theme of Florensky’s cultural and historical views is the denial of culture as a process that is united in time and space, with the consequent negation of the evolution and progress of culture” [2, 38]. The types of "daytime" and "night" cul-
tures appear as alternating parts of a single cultural cycle, each "daytime" stage associated with the "day"-part before it, and each "night" stage, respectively, with the preceding "night" one.

G. Florovsky, on the contrary, develops his typology on the local material of Russian culture. He gives the following "difference of spiritual and soul lines" in the types he singles out. The bearer of the "daytime" culture is a minority (a bookish or a cultural minority). This is a culture of spirit and mind; this is also an "intelligent" culture [4, 3]. It should be noted that in this case G. Florovsky argues in the context of hesychast anthropology, i.e. in distinction of the reason – the soul – the spirit – the mind (which is understood as the image of God in a human person).

G. Florovsky calls "night" culture the "second culture". This is a kind of syncretism, in which local pagan "experiences" fuse with the wandering motifs of ancient mythology and the Christian imagination. This is "boiling and turbulent lava", "a region of dreaming and imagination", and "syncretic "fables"". This second life proceeds under a snag and does not often break through it to the historical surface. [...] "The "night" imagination takes too long and too stubborn shelter and eludes the "mind" test, verification and purification" [4, 3].

Obviously, for P. Florensky, the "daytime" and "night" cultures are "equilibrium", the types both having the right to existence. G. Florovsky, however, believes that the "night" culture should be changed (verified, tested, purified) by the "daytime" culture.

P. Florensky, distinguishing the types of culture by analogy with the change of the time of a day (day / night) or the states of the human organism (sleeping / wakefulness), includes the cultural process in the objective-planetary and anthropological context. G. Florovsky, on the other hand, under the "night" culture understands the vestiges of "prehistoric", i.e. the pre-Christian past of Rus', paganism that does not want to leave the historical stage and mimics, "melding" with a new Christian worldview. Consequently, the "night" culture is anti-historical, superfluous, "an area of dreaming and imagination".

Specifying his conclusions, G. Florovsky writes: "The flaw and weakness of the ancient Russian spiritual development consists partly in the inadequacy of the ascetic temper (and no longer in the excessive asceticism), in the insufficient "spirituality" of the soul, in excessive "soulfulness" or "poetry", in spiritual in-formality of mental elements. If you like, in the spontaneity [...] we must distinguish: it is not a question of insufficient "scientific" rationalism, – the decomposition of "spirituality" by reason or by rational doubt is again a disease and not less than the dreaminess itself. It is a matter of spiritual sublimation and the transformation of the soulful into the spiritual through the "mind" asceticism, through the ascent to the mind vision and contemplation [...]. The path does not come from "naivity" to "consciousness", and not from "faith" to "knowledge" and not from credulity to distrust and criticism" [4, 3-4].

Hence it is obvious that the type of culture analogous to the type of the "renaissance" ("daytime") culture of P. Florensky (with inherent rationality, logical clarity and scientific outlook), is considered by G. Florovsky as an illness and, according to a low level of its importance, is placed on one level with his (G. Florovsky) type of "night" (actually pagan) culture.

If attempt to reconcile the types of "daytime" and "night" cultures, singled out by P. Florensky and G. Florovsky, we obtain the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Types of culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. Florensky</td>
<td>Daytime (renaissance) culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Night (medieval) culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Florovsky</td>
<td>It is not considered separately, generally is named as an &quot;illness&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Night (pagan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daytime (Christian)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Fr. John Meyendorff "Fr. George applies to everything once and forever accepted by him the patristic or Byzantine normality, which for him is the only Orthodox one" [4, VIII].

Thus, the "night" culture of P. Florensky actually is a repository of both "night" and "daytime" cultures in the interpretation of G. Florovsky. Why did Fr. Paul choose the definition of "night" to designate the medival type of culture? Perhaps, the romantic-poetic tradition influenced it, night image poeticization in the works of the Symbolists that was in the part of the intelligentsia to which P. Florensky was close. Perhaps this is also due to the concept of the unconscious (as a "night" consciousness), gradually maturing in the psychological and philosophical studies of the XIX and XX centuries. P. Florensky, according to his recollections, experienced himself a number of visions, insights, as an inexplicable manifestation of the "night" consciousness [1]. At the same time, in the Christian tradition, the night image is not associated with negative characteristics only. Night in Christianity is at the same time the holy nights of Christmas and Resurrection, a night of prayer, contemplation and insight. In a number of monasteries (Athos, for example) the night is the time of the conciliar liturgical prayer, while the day is intended for physical labor.

P. Florensky and G. Florovsky have different approaches to the understanding of the phenomenon of culture. Thus, for P. Florensky, culture is a system of means for revealing some basic and unconditional value [2, 39]. Florensky considered that "the basic law of the world [...] is the law of Chaos in all areas of the Universe. The Logos opposes the world – the beginning of entropy. Culture is a conscious struggle against the world's equalization: the role of culture is the isolation, as a delay in the equalizing process of the Universe, and the increase of potential difference in all areas, as a condition of life, by contrast with equality – that is death. Faith defines a cult, and a cult is a world outlook, from which culture follows" [2, 39].
It should be noted that the idea of equality/inequality of potentials is also contained in G. Florovsky's works: "The equation of spiritual potentials is not a testimony to the vital activity and viability of historical formations" [4, 3]. A similar idea of culture as the beginning that confronts the equation is contained in N. Berdyaev's work "Philosophy of Inequality". Apparently, idea was "in the air", and was a reaction of thinkers to the spreading of communist ideology.

Thus, the core of culture for P. Florensky is a cult based on faith. That is, the culture is religious by nature. At the same time, "and this is very revealing for Florensky, he speaks not of religions, but of religion, which, however, assumes countless forms" [7].

The cult is necessary, as it provides the connection between worlds – earthly and heavenly, phenomenal and noumenal. Speaking about the role of the cult in the life and work of P. Florensky, S. Horuzhy writes: "According to his deepest conviction, the whole supreme essence of a man is connected with this possibility of his – and, therefore, the duty – to see another world, to enter it with the help of a cult. [...] There is a removal of barrier spoiling between the phenomenon and the noumenon, healing of the ontological reality in the cult, so it is not just debugging, but first of all fixing the connection of the worlds. Following the church tradition, Florensky calls this debugging-fixing as the reality sanctification and recognizes in it the essence, the existential mission of the cult" [5, 539].

P. Florensky sees the practical filling of the cult not only in Christian worship, but also admits other historical ways of human connection with the "other world" as the cult: "Florensky in his "Watersheds of Thought" resolutely asserts that magism is "a universal", "common to all mankind" and an enduring feature inherent, in particular, to the Christian religion. Along with and in analogy with magic he defends the occultism; he aspires to treat both phenomena in his own way, broader than usual – and to combine them with Christianity" [5, 541-542].

In the work by G. Florovsky "The Ways of Russian Theology" the term "culture" is one of the most common. Thus, the author speaks of "church cultural", of a shift of culture to the north after the Mongol-Tatar invasion, of "cultural indifference", "cultural uplift", "verbal culture", "Orthodox culture", of "external culture and culturality", of "Cultural creativity pathos", "cultural splendor and gloss", "cultural work", "church-cultural orientation", "cultural-historical point of view", "religious culture", etc.

Although G. Florovsky does not define the notion of "culture", but basing on the general context of the work and the author's assessments, we can assume that his understanding of culture is expressed in the following lines: "it is the matter of spiritual sublimation and the transformation of the soulful into the spiritual through the "mind" asceticism, through an ascension to the mind vision and contemplation ... [...] there is a path from spontaneous lack of will to a strong-willed responsibility, from the whirling of thoughts and passions to asceticism and the concentration of spirit, from imagination and reasoning to the wholeness of spiritual life, experience and is vision, from the "psychic" (that is, the sensual – O.S.) to the "pneumatic" (that is, the spiritual – O.S.). And this way is difficult and long, the path of mind and inner achievement, the path of an invisible historical making ..." [4, 4].

G. Florovsky contrasts the notions of "culture" and "civilization". Characterizing the Russian clergy in the eighties of the nineteenth century, he notes that it has "a peculiar lack of freedom in dealing with cultural values: a naive inclination toward the external civilization and a lack of inner habit for living "in culture", in the atmosphere of creative tension" [4, 424]. Therefore, for G. Florovsky "to live in culture" means to live in the atmosphere of creative tension. The Church's separation from the culture means its distancing from intense spiritual life, theological and world-oriented search.

Summarizing we can say that G. Florovsky understands culture as spiritual creativity, which is a synonymous to theological creativity. Creation is making. It can not be replaced by enlightenment or learning: "It was necessary to learn theologizing not from the learned tradition or inertia only, and not only out of curiosity, but from the vivid church experience and from the religious need for knowledge" [4, 364]. Speaking about culture, G. Florovsky contrasts culture with "interrogation".

Thus, for G. Florovsky, culture has the same characteristics as the culture of monasticism (asceticism, concentration of spirit, mind vision, contemplation). Or in other words: from the position of G. Florovsky, the culture of monasticism and, more broadly, ascetic culture, acquires a universal character as a means of spiritual revival of the Church and society.

This analysis of P. Florensky's and G. Florovsky's understanding of culture allows us to conclude that Fr. George's position is more consistent with the official church-Christian doctrine. Fr. Paul's ideas have more philosophical freedom; represent a line of religious modernism in the frames of the Orthodox tradition.

At the same time, there is an opposite opinion on this issue. Thus, E. Ivanova, believes, that it is G. Florovsky's work "The ways of Russian Theology" that provoked a negative attitude towards the works of Fr. Paul [6, 614]. A distinctive feature of G. Florovsky's views, according to E. Ivanova, is not only jealousy about the purity of Orthodoxy, but also nihilism inherent in the modernistic moods: "After all, Florovsky declares a mistake nothing more than a three hundred-year experience in the development of Russian theology, which he offers to reject with the purpose to start creating some new theology according to his program. [...] a similar attitude to predecessors cannot be found analogous in the patristic tradition, with which Florovsky connects his hopes, but in the culture of Russian modernism. [...] In addition, much in Florovsky's book – its polemical passion, the author's predilections, the methods of polemics themselves – characterizes him as one of the fig-
ures of the Russian religious Renaissance. [...] For the above reasons, Florovsky, to a much greater extent than Florensky, can be called a representative of Russian philosophical modernism" [6, 615]. On the other hand E. Ivanova considers that the specific nature of P. Florensky's ideas is understandable only in the context of the tasks of his time: "The path he found was in keeping with the objective needs of the time [...] Florensky's search, in contact with academic theology and combined in his personality with a high sense of responsibility for his words and deeds, allowed [...] conservatives to see in him their future" [6, 617].

On this issue, it should be noted that a certain polemical passion and predilection are also inherent in P. Florensky's works. At the same time, the ideas of both thinkers solved the tasks of their time, such as the popularization of Orthodoxy, the "return to the roots", the purification of the dogma from distortions and later layers. The dissimilarity of the thinkers' positions only emphasizes the originality of their ideas, erudition and freedom of thought.

Scientific novelty and conclusions:
1. P. Florensky's concept is broader both in terms of the volume covered in the chronological and topological plan of the material, and in the scale of the conclusions drawn on its basis. G. Florovsky's concept has a relatively local character and does not go beyond the characteristics are stable in the church-Christian culture: the "day" of Christianity and the "night" of paganism.
2. For G. Florovsky, the criterion for distinguishing between the "day" and "night" types is the conformity of the culture to the Orthodox Christian, ascetic, and in fact hesychast tradition. The true culture for him is in fact identical with the ascetic feat of the orthodox monasticism, the "culture of holiness". For P. Florensky, however, such a criterion is the basic type of culture reflection, the closeness of culture to a widely understood religious-mystical or, on the contrary, scientific-rational consciousness.
3. By the types of "daytime" (and renaissance) and "night" (medieval) culture P. Florensky denotes two main equivalent directions, two lines in culture. Interrupting the stage of the opposite line, each of them continues its previous stage. G. Florovsky, on the other hand, considers the "night" (pagan) culture as anti-historical in the conditions of spreading the "daytime" (Christian) culture. The first one must be tested and defeated by the second one.
4. At the same time, G. Florovsky's concept can be, in a certain sense, an integral part of P. Florensky's concept, if the "daytime" culture is left in the interpretation of Fr. Paul, but the "night" culture (in the Fr. Paul's understanding) is represented in two components:
   a) Christian-religious (Florovsky's "daytime" culture);
   b) Mytho-magical (Florovsky's "night" culture).
5. The combined typology of the "day / night" of Florensky / Florovsky culture can be included into the context of the rhythm of Apollonian and Dionysian types, and also in widely understood "baroque" and "classicism" stages in culture.
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